
Setup and control for CORIOmaster2. Rotate sources with complete 360⁰ rotation for Direct View LED, 
projectors and displays to create unique, eye-catching experiences. Also included are innovative editing tools 
for accurate content positioning and labeling, making set up for direct view LED a breeze. 
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View all of your sources and displays while 
controlling all your presets on up to three 
canvases. Use CORIOgrapher v4.1 for simple 
and effective control.

Dashboard

Our UI design makes it easy to create layouts, add sources and animate transitions with 
ease. With CORIOgrapher build the wall you want, not just the one you can. 

Canvas Editor

Grow & Shrink

Markers & Labels

Grid Lines & Snapping

Source Transitions

Easily grow or shrink a window 
on the canvas using either 
a percentage amount or the 
number of canvas points.

Accurately position and 
identify all Canvas elements 
to allow easy recognition of 
groups of assets. 

Customizable Grid and Snapping 
tools enable accurate and easy 
placement of items for complex 
LED setups.

Create stunning effects 
with fade to black and 
dissolve transitions.

NEW V4.1 

NOW WITH
12G-SDI

SUPPORT

NEW CANVAS EDITING TOOLS:

v4.1



ADVANCED FEATURES
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CORIOgrapher v4.1 is compatible with CORIOmaster2 versions running firmware version V601 or later.
New CORIOmaster units will be shipped with these updates. Existing users can easily upgrade with 

the addition of a new, faster CPU module. For easy migration, simply backup and restore your existing 
video configuration. 

Product Compatibil ity

Create custom control environments 
using our RESTful API or choose to 
take control using our app, plug-ins 

or button control panel. All tvONE API 
documentation is freely available at 

http://www.api.tvone.com

Third Party 
Custom Control

Source
Linking

Custom
Resolutions

Perfect for LED installations, 
CORIOgrapher’s fully integrated LED 
engine allows installers to easily and 

quickly create custom output resolutions 
and will guide you to the perfect, valid 
resolution making a challenging task a 

simple one. 

8HD Player-Synchronized Playback
Using CORIOgrapher, easily setup the 4K Streaming & Media module to deliver synchronized playback groups using up to 8 x 1080P/30 
stored files to create stunning video belts. The multiple file groups can be added to playlists for simplified point-of-sale and broadcast 
background displays to prevent your video wall from becoming invisible and enhance the viewer experience.

up to
8

sources

real-time 
luma keying

add multiple
source windows

Automatically link four 4K60 sources 
together using Source Link to create 

an 8K window which can then be 
freely positioned, layered and have 

transitions displayed. CORIOmaster2 can 
display up to four different 8K windows 

simultaneously to deliver rich, visual 
environments


